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SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SUR.
VIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

This ileport is submitted to Congress in accordance with the requirement in section 201 of the Social Security Act, as amended, that the

board of trustees of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust
fud submit an annual report on the jrcsent and prospective operations and status of the trust hind. The present report, pertaining to
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1945, the five fiscal years subsequent to
that date, and the long-range actuarial status of the fund, is the sixth
annual report whicl the board of trustees has submitted.
The Federal ol-age and survivors insurance trust fund, which was
established on January 1, 1940, is held by the board of trustees under
authority of the Social Security Act. The three members of this
board, each of wh6m serves in an ex officio capacity, are the Secretary
of the Treasury, the Secr(tary of Labor, and tbe Chairman of the
Social Security Board. The Secretary of the Treasury serves as
managing trustee. The present document is a joint report by all
three of the trustees.
The Nation was at war throughout the fiscal year 1944-45 covered
by this report. Accordingly, the operations under the old-age and
survivors insurance program on whicli this document reports have
been substantially affected by the highly abnormal economic,and other
conditions accompanying prosecution of the war-abnormalities which
provide an inadequate basis for forecasting future developments under
the program.
The Nation is nowfacing the problems of reconversion from war to
peace. These problems increase greatly the difficulties of reporting
on the expected operation and status of the fund during the 5-year
period from July 1, 1945, to June 30, 1950. The time which has
elapsed since the termination of hostilities both in the European and
Pacific theaters of war is as yet too brief to provide a basis for judging

the full impact of reconversion on employment opportunities and
take.home pay-a factor which will greatly influence old-age and
survivors insurance finances in the period immediately ahead.
The war itself will probably cause long-run changes of a permanent
character in various phases of our economy which will significantly
affect the financing of old-age and(survivors insurance. The influences
of the war and of its termination, however, will be even more direct

and marked on operations during the Immediate 5-year period ahead,
for whih forecasts are required by law. The most important unknown factor is the intensity and duration of economic dislocations
during the reconversion period. The preparation of this sixth annital
1
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report therefore has been particularly difficult, and the estimates which
it contains are presented with even greater reservations than would he
necessary if the times were less abnormal.
NATURE OF THE TRUST FUND

Amounts accumulated wider the old-age and survivors' insurance
program are held in the Federal old-age and survivors' insurance trust
und, and financial operations under the program are handled through
this fund. The primary source of the fund's receipts is amounts appropriated to it under permanent appropriation, on the basis of contributions paid by covered workers and their employers toward oldage and survivors' insurance. The Federal Insurance Contributions
Act requires all employees and employers, excepting those in specifically excluded employments, to pay contributions with respect to
individual wages up to but not in excess of $3 000 per annum. These

contributions are collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue and

are paid into the Treasury as internal-revenue collections. Sums
equivalent to 100 percent of current collections (including taxes,
interest, penalties, and additions to taxes) are transferred to the trust
fund as such collections are received.
The Social Security Act of 1935 fixed the contribution rates for
employees at 1 percent of taxable wages for the calendar years 1937,
1938, and 1939- employer rates were also fixed at 1 percent for the
same period. The 1935 law provided that these rates should rise to
I%percent on January 1, 1940, to 2 percent on January 1, 1943, to
2 percent on January I, 1946, and to 3 percent on January 1 1949.
The social-security amendments of 1939 modified this originalschedule
of contribution rates to provide that the rate of 1 percent each on
employees and employers should continue in effect through 1942 but
left the remainder of the schedule as originally enacted. The Revenue
Act of 1942 provided that the -percent rates should continue through
1943. Public Law 211 of the Seventy-eighth Congress extended the
1-percent rates further through February 29, 1944, while the Revenue
Act of 1943 extended the same rates throughout 1944. Public Law
495 of the Seventy-eighth Congress further continued the 1-percent
rates throughout 1945, while the Revenue Act of, 1945 extended them
through 1940.
At the end of 1946, accordingly, the I-percent rates of contribution
will have been in effect for 10 years. Existing provisions of law provide for the 2g-percent rates to go into effect on January 1, 1947,
and the 3-percent rates on January 1, 1949.
The second source from which receipts of the trust fund are derived is interest received on investments held by the fund. The
investment procedures of the fund are described below.
A third potential source of revenue for the trust fund is provided

in section 902 of the Revenue Act of 1943. This law amended sec-

tion 201 of the Social Security Act and authorizes, as a Government
contribution, the appropriation to the trust fund of such additional

sums out of general revenues as may be required to finance the bene-

fits and payments provided in title 1 of the Social Security Act.

No appropriations have yet been made under this authorization.

Expenditures under the old-age and survivors insurance prograni

are paid out of the trust fund. These expenditures include old -age
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and survivors insurance benefits provided irn title II of tile Social
Security Act and such reimbursement to the Treasury for administrative expenses incurred by the Social Security Board and the
Treasury Department under the program as are authorized by section 201 (f) of the act. The Social Security Board certifies benefit
payments to the managing trustee, who makes the payments from
the trust fund in accordance therewith. Payments are made from
an uninvested balance held in the fund to the account of the'disbursing officer of the Treasury.
The Treasury is reimbursed from the trust fund for xpenditures
incurred by the Social Security Board and the Treasury Department
in the administration of title II of the Social Security Act and the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act. These reimbnrsements from
the trust fund are made monthly, although their size is determined at
3-month intervals. Although limited to the amounts annually appropriated by Congress for such purposes, the cost of administering oldage and survivors insurance, thus is not borne out of regular governmental revenues but out of the ofd-age and survivors insurance trust
fund itself.
The managing trustee invests that portion of the trust fund which,
in his iwgment, is not required to meet current expenditures for benefit. or administration. The Social Security Act restricts permiuible
investments of the trust fund to interest-bearing obligations of the
United States Government or to obligations guaranteed as to both
principal and interest by the United States. Regular obligations of
these types may be acquired on original issue at par or by purchase of
outstanding obligations at their market price. In addition, the Social
Security Act authorizes the issuance of special obligations exclusively
to the trust fund. Such special obligations are required to bear interest
at a rate equal to the average rate of inteiost, computed as of the end
of the calendar month next preceding the date of their issue, borne by
all interest-bearing obligations of the United States forming a part of
the public debt (where such average rate is not a multiple of one-eighth
of I percent, the rate of interest on such special obligations is required
to be the multiple of one-eighth of I percent next lower than such
average rate).
Interest on regular obligations held by the trust fund is received by
the fund at the time the interest becomes payable on the particular
series held. Interest on special obligations is received annually on
June 30. These interest receipts are available for investment in the
same manner as other receipts of the fund. Regular obligations
acquired by the fund may be sold at any time by the managing trustee
at their market price. Special obligations may be redeemed at par
plus accrued interest.
The trust fund serves, in part, as a reserve to meet a portion of the
inevitable future long-term rise in benefit disbursements and is a
safety factor against the first impacts which may result from an
acceleration in the rate of this long-term rise. Benefl, disbursements
under the program are expected to increase markedly over a long
period. Such a substantial increase is anticipated both because the
number of persons agec' 65 and over will be increasing for many
decades and because an increasing proportion of such aged persons will
be qualifying for benefits under the old-age and survivors insurance
system,
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At the beginning of 1940 there were about 9,000,000 persons aged
65 and over, equivalent to 6.8 percent of the tota) population. According to a "medium" set of carefully developed estimates, the
number of persons aged 65 and over may increase to about 19,000,000,

or perhaps 12 percent of the population, within 40 years. The effect
of the finances of the old-age and survivors insurance system of this
expected change in the number of aged persons will be even greater
than may at first appear. This is because, compared with the present
situation, h larger proportion of aged persons 40 years hence is
expected to be eligible to receive benefits under the program. The
future financial soundness of the system with its rising rates of disbursements, must rest on higher contiibution rates or on the provision of income from other sources, or both. Prudent financial
management of this system is of the utmost importance to the millions
of persons who are already within its scope and to the Nation as a
whole.
The trust furl, furthermore, serves in part as a reserve against
fluctuations in total contribution and benefit amounts, counterac.ting
the financial effects of these fluctuations on thc old-age and survivors
insurance program and providing a margin of safety against relatively
short-term contingencies to insure the payment of benefits without
sharp changes in rates paid by contributors. Those reserves will
provide additional resources against a sudden increase in total benefit
amounts or a sharp decline in contributions, both of which could
occur simultaneously from any reversal in business activity.
SPECIAL INFLUENCES OF THE WAR ON TilE TRUST FUND

The European hostilities carpe to an end on May 8, 1045, during
the fiscal year covered by this report, an( the Japanese phase ended
shortly after the close of the fiscal year. All during the course of
the war, and as a consequence thereof, the assets of the trust fund
continued to increase more rapidly than had been anticipated for
peacetime conditions. Contributions increased markedly from $088,000,000 in the fiscal year 1941 to $1 292,000,000 in the fiscal year
1944 and $1,310 000,000 in the fiscal year 1945. These increases
were the result of the greater volume and continuity of covered employment as well as of the rise in average earnings. Approximately
48,000,000 workers received taxable wages in calendar year 1944 as
compared with only 35,000,000 in 1940 and about 32,000 000 in 1938.
Benefit payments during the war, on the other hand, have been

less than were expected, because of wartime employment opportunities. Thousands of aged workers who were eligible for benefits and
who would have claimed them in more normal times continued in
their work because of the war. In addition, many persons already
on the benefit rolls returned to covered employment and thus suspended temporarily their benefit status. At the end of June 1945,
about 18 percent of the aged workers, wives, and widows with young

children already ,n the benefit rolls were not in actual receipt o
benefits, because they remained ij covered employment.

In net terms, the permanent effect of the war on the actuarial status
of the trust fund is not clear. There are many complex relationshipsinvolving contributions, benefits, and insured status--which make it
impossible to give a categorical answer to the question of whether the
eventual over-all effect of the war will be to increase or decrease the
assets of the fund.
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The discussion below of several factors bearing on this question
and of the relatiopships between contributions and benefit payments
takes no account of the more-or-less permanent changes which may
evolve from the war in the long-run level of wages, in the composition
of the labor force and of the population, or in the characteristics of
employment.
(a) Itwreaeed employment, steadier work, and higher tages.-The
general availability of steady work during the war, at higher rates of
wages, increased total earnings in covered employment. Average
taxable wages rose from $833 in the calendar year 1938 to $932 in
1940 and $1,379 in 1944; even with some reconversion drop-off during
the latter part of the Tear, it is estimated that such average wages
will be close to $1,300 in 1945. As a consequence of this increase in
average earnings as well as of the rise which took place in the number
of workers in covered employment, aggregate contributions, which
are levied as a percentage of pay roll, totaled almost $1,300,000,000
in the fiscal year 1944 and slightly over this amount in the year 1945.
Such increases in wages and employment also have an obverse
effect, in that the higher wage credits accumulating will increase
future monthly benefits payable at death or retirement. Also, the
tax rates applicable to these higher wage levels have been at the
initial 1-percent rates established in the act which are one-third of
the rates now prescribed for later years. Therefore, while the war
situation has resulted in a high wage base for contribution purposes,
there has been created a more or les offsetting liability to be met over
many years in the future when more and larger benefits will become
due.
he net ultimate effect of this item on the fund is indeterminate
at this time.
(b) Employment of women and other temporary worker.--Several
million women not usually in the labor market entered employments
covered by the programs during the course of the war. Many other
persons, both male and female, not regularly in covered occupations
were also temporarily employed in such occupations. About 5 million covered workers, for instance in the calendar year 1944, had
no covered employment prior to that year, while the corresponding
figures for 1942 and 1943 were much higher--about 8 million eachf
year. These figures may be compared wilh about 4g million workers
who entered covered employment for the first time in 1940, a figure
which includes some workers in employments to which coverage was
extended for the first time in that year.
To have insured status for survivors' benefits, at least 6 quarters of
recent covered employment are generally necessary; and to have
insured status for purposes of retirement at age 65 or later, 40 quarters
are required (except for persons already above or nearing that age).
Married women with insured status, whose husbands are also retired,
derive their old-age benefits either as primary beneficiaries from their
own wage credits or as wives by reason of their husbands' credits,
whichever results in the greater benefit rate. To the extent that women
temporarily at work in covered employment are already married or
will later marry, it may be expected that benefits for them will usually
derive from their husbands' accounts rather than from their own.
Furthermore, the employment of married women does not increase
substantially the amount of survivors' protection afforded by tile
program, because survivors' benefits for children derive from the
lather's employment in most instances. Married women who became
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insured during the war have a temporary insurance protection, however, in the form of a lump-sum payment in the event of death. It
seems likely, on balance, that the contributions paid by married women
and their employers during the war will result in a net gain to the fund.
Contributions paid by unmarried women also bring about a net
increase in the fund, unless these women remain in covered employment long enough to gain fully insured status. Men who shift only
temporarily from noncovered employment to covered employments
and who do not attain fully insured status increase the fund more or
less, depending on the proportion with families and the duration of
their covered employment.
In summary, it may be said that the large influx into covered
employment of men and women, not normally a part of the system
should result in a net addition to the fund if a large proportion of
these persons return to noncovered employment or, in the case of
married women, return to the home.
(c) Deferred retirements and supeneimo of benefite.-With the need

for maximum use of available manpower, many individuals above the
age of 65 who were already eligible for retirement benefits remained on
the job or returned to work and thereby deferred or interrupted their
retirement. It is estimated that such persons totaled about 800,000
at the end of June 1945. Inasmuch as monthly benefits are not payable for months in which an individual earns $15 or more in covered
employment, and to the extent that these deferments and suspensions
exceed those which, except for the war, would have taken place, there
has been an obvious net increase in the assets of the fund. The
monthly benefits that will be payable to those who deferred retirement
will be greater in amount by reason of their being determined, partly
at least, on the wartime high wage levels; the average length of time
during which these individuals will receive benefits, -however, will be
decreased. The net result of the factors mentioned in this paragraph
will probably be an increase in the fund.
(d) Suspensione among msnriiore.-Widows and children who have
qualified for survivors benefits are not eli'ble to receive monthly
benefits for the months in which they are in covered employment,
and, in addition, children aged 16 and 17 are ineligible for benefits
for the months in which they are not in school. The wartime tendency for widows and older children to find work in covered employment has resulted in a net gain to the fund, in the same way as that
discussed in the preceding paragraph. Although the wartime employment of many of these widows and children has been only of a
temporary character, the wage credits received during tHis period
may increase their own protection later and thus have some effect
on the fund in the opposite direction. For example, these credits,
added to others earned later, may result in fully insured status for
some covered workers who otherwise never could become fully insured
without such credits.
(e) Ailitary/eervice.-Military service is not covered employment
under the present law. As a consequence, those who entered the
armed forces from covered employment ceased to pay contributions
and have had decreasing protection. After a period of time in the
service--in general, equal to the priod previosly worked in covered
employment-they lose any established insured status. The board
of trustees does not believe, however, that any advantage should
accrue to the fund at the expense of the loss of coverage by persons
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in the armed forces. It is of the
opinion that President
such loss has
of coverage
already
an inequity which should be repaired. The

is
made recommendations to the Congress to extend coverage to military
service with a view to preventing or correcting this loss in protection.

(f) Governmental civilian (mp loyment.-Ill )liC employment is exeltllel from coverage under the system. Well over 4,000,000 additional persons have worked in this type of employment at some time
since the beginning of the war. As in the case of military service,
those individuals with previous covered employment have had dcreasing insurance protection Inlex the system, and many have lost
or will lose their insured status before they return to private employment; in any event, their average wage for benefit purposes is perma.
neatly lowered.
Wartime Government civilian employees have included a large

prolortion of married men with families. The married men who die

while insured will have survivors benefits payable in smaller amounts
than if they hand not entered Government service; and those who
remain in public employment for. a sufficient period will have no

survivors benefitos 1 nyable because of the loss of their insured status
prior to their de th. In either case, the result will be a smaller outgo
from the fund than otherwise. On the other hand, no contributions
will be paid by Government workers while they are working in the
public service. The contributions otherwise payable during this
period might have exceeded the veilu of the adled benefit rights.
('onsequently, for governmentt (iviliat employees, the nt effect on

the fund appears to be indeterminate. Steps should be taken, however, to remedy the loss of old-age and survivors insurance protect ion
suffered by civilian workers temporarily employed by the Government
during wartime.
SUMMARY OP OPERATIONS OF TRUST FUND, FISCAL YEAR 1945

Astatement of the income and disbursements of the Federal old-age
and survivors insurance trust fund in the fiscal year which began on
July 1 1944, and ended on June 30, 1945, and of te assets of the fund
at the beginning and end of the fiscal year, is presen ed iin table 1.
I.-Sdemon of operation# Of the Federal old-age and surmivors insurance
truut fund during the fiscal year 1945 I
Total smta of the trust fund June 30,1944 ................ $5,446, 390, 706. 54
Reoeipts, fiscal year 194A:
TABLN

Appropriations eluivalent to
contributions collected ...... $1, 309, 919, 400. 41
Interest on investments......
123, 853, 99& 15
Total receipts ...........

1, 433, 773, 30& 56

Disbursements, fiscal year 1945:
Benefit payments ............
Rtehnbursemonts for administrative expenses ...........

239, 833t 904. 85

Total disbursements ......

266, 783, 545. 41

1On buts of

26, 049, 640. 56

Net addition to trust fund ..................

116, 989, 853. 15

Total assets of the trust fund, Juno 30, 1945 ....

6, 013, 380, 619. 09

)slly Statement of the U.S. Tresury.

808"6--2---3
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The total receipts of the trust fund during the fiscal year 1945
amounted to 1,433.8 million dollars. Of this total, 1,309.9 million
dollars represented the suim of the amounts equal to contributions
received under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and covered
into the Treasury, which were appropriated to the trust fund during
the year under the continuing apl)ropriation in section 201 (a) of the
Social Security Act, as amended.
'lhe total aniount flppropriated

exceedehd, that appropriated in the preceding fiscal year by 1.4 percent.
The additional 123.9 million ollars of re eipts consisted of interest
received oil invest ients of the fund.
)isburscments front tHie trust fund during tei fiscal year 1945
tot aled 266.8 million dollars, of which 239.8 1Illion (oll11s COnSisted of
benefit payments and 26.0 million dollars of reimbursements to the
general fund of the Treasury for administrative, expeiises of the iinsuratice program,. 'rlie total inmount paid from the fund in the form, of
b(nefhts during the fiscal year exceeded benefits paid in the fiscal year
1944 by 30 percent, reflecting the larger number of beneficiaries on
the rolls. '[E1

figure for reinmursenents for admihistrativo expenses

during the fiscal year is less than actual'outlays for administration
during.the year, since it includes an adjustment for overreimlbursements in prior fiscal years; hence, it is not COnlarable with corre-

sponding figures for preceding yeall.
A sumnmtry of receipts, disbursements, and changes in the assets of
the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund during each fiscal year
since it was established on January 1, 1940, is presented in table 2.
TABLe

2.-Operaiorns of the old-age and surv'ivors insurance trues fund, by specified
period, January 1, 1940, to June 80, 1946
(In muhlloasl
Fiscal year ended in19401

1941

1942

1943

1944

1946

iteeeiipts:

Ass transfern'4 from od.ate reserve
count on Ja. euivalent
1, 190 ..............
.................
Aprlt'stn
to ctntri. $1,724.4..... ...........
".....'.....
.....
'.....
.................
utoo o
$21 $W6 + $1,130.8 $1,292.1 $1,309.9
Interest on
.............. 1nve0tmWnt.
8 8
0
70
7.4
10& 2
12 9

Total rclpts
......................
Dlsbursements:
Jlenofit payments I...................
IReimbursements for admlnistratlv
elpense ............................
Totlddlsbursements ..............
Total amst&at endof prod ...

1,76&.9

744.1

9.9

04.4

12.3
22.2

2S
28

11,447

9K . 1,217.9 1,3963

1,4338

110.2

149.3

14.6

239.8

27.

82.8

'209

91,2

137.0

I78.8

217.2

2 8.8

2,397.8

3,227.2

4,2683

5,446.4

0&8134

' January to June 1940, fund having been established In pla of old.age reserve acoount op Jan. 1, 1940.
1 Amount of checks cahed and returned to Troasury
Includes some reimbursements applicable to outlays Inother MOa years.
'Adjusted for overrelinbursements in prior years.

The distribution of benefit payments, by type of benefit, in fiscal
years 1944 and 1945 is shown in table 3. About 00 percent of the
amounts paid from the fund as benefit payments in the fiscal year
1945 were accounted for by monthly benefits to persons ago 65 or
over-retired wage earners and their wives and aged widows and
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parents of deceased wage earners. This proportion was about the
sam as in the preceding year but with a slightly smaller proportion
(lurinig 1945 in the form of primary benefits. Approximately 29 percent of the 1945 payments represented monthly benefit payments on
behalf of children of deceased or retired workers and payments to
widows who had children of deceased wage earners in their care; most
of theso widows were under ago 05. The balance of the benefits paid
in the fiscal year 1945 consisted almost entirely of lump-sum amounts
paid in eases where no survivor of an insured wage earner dying after
1939 was immediately entitled to monthly benefits.
TAnu 3.-iatimaied distribution of Treasury disbursements for benefit under the
old-age and survivor# insurance program, by type of benefit, fiscal years 1944 and
1945
1948

1944
1'yp of benefit

A ount
(in m
lions)

P
f u
of totl!

184.
IM.6

100
90

022$9,
A
314.1

Primary retiredd wage earners 86 or over) ...................
68 8
Wife's (wivw 6 or over of Primary
.neflariw)...........
1. 9
Widow s (widows PAor over of waae earners) ..............
11.4
Palent's (parents 68 or over of deoepaed wage earners) ......
.7
Child's dependents of retired or dieeawl waxe earners) .
1&1
W ow's current (widows of wage earners with child bens.
ueary) ...................................................
17.7

47
8
0

109.1i
17.8
1 IV

19

14.0

t0

22.9

10

10

2 7

I1

Total ...................................................
Monthly befi ..............................................

*

Lump-sum benefits (no survivor of deeaewd ware erner ontitled to monthly boneflit or wage earner died before 19W)
I Lew

than 0.6 percent.

I Ineluds $45,200,000 paid to children of deceasod insred wage e

of primary beneficlaries,

19.0

(1)

iAmount Percent
(in M&l of total
ious)

.8

I
M9

(I)

44
7
7
19

ers and $1,400,000 paid to children

At the en(l of the fiscal year 1945, approximately 1,106,000 persons

were receiving monthly beiiefits, amounting to $242,000,000 on an

annual basis. At the end of the preceding fiscal year, the monthly
benefit rolls included 84(,000 persons to whom monthly benefits
were being paid at an annual rate of $184,000,000. The average
monthly benefit in force for different types of family groups in the
middle of the fiscal year 1945 was as follows: Retired worker only
(with no eli ible dependent), $23; retired worker and wife, $37.60;
widow (aged65 or over) only, $20.20; widow and one child, $34.20;
widow and two children, $47.40; and widow an(l dreO or more
children, $50.40.
The total assets of the ol-age al survivors insurance trust fundi
as reported in the fifth altnual report of the board of trustees, alflourted
to $5,440,000,000 on Juno 30, 1944. Those amseta inI'eaosed to
$6013,000,000 by the end of the fiscal year 1945, as the result of an
excess of receipts over (lisl)urmwonets amounting to $1,167,000,000
during the fiscal year. Table 4 compares the Wtol assets of the trust
fund and their distribution, by type, at the enl of the fiscal years
1944 and 1945. The assets of the fund at the end of the fiscal year
1945 consisted.of $6,546,000,000 in the form of obligations of the
United States Government, $32,000,000 to the credit of the fund
account, and $35,000,000 to the credit of the disbursing officer.
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TADim,

4.-Assetl of Federal old-age and survivors insurance trusl fund, by tVpe, at
end of Aiscal years 1944 and 1946 1
June 0, 1944

June30, 1946

Total mot .................................................

k 44 .390,6.
76I 84

Total Investments .................................................

.41M
, 13D 00

0 6 3i, 030. 00

4,330, 130 00

1,28,S1,00.00

PublicIsue ..................................................
Treaury bonds:
2 1-iormnt bonds of 19-417 ............................
2r1ent bon(l of IW-4 ...........................
2*i'reent
2 percent
2 percentt
25*peircent

49000. M. 00
100,(00,000.00

bonds of I94-4 ..........................
n), 00. (M0).
00
bonds of W-70 ...........................
40,036, 8W0.
00
bonds of IM-7l ..............................................
44, H,
.0
bonds of 1967-72 ..........................

special issues ..................................................

Treasury note ..........................................

4,76

000.O

4., ,5800 000 00

063,30,i619.69

49,00, (0. 00
100. 000' (90 (NJ
s0, On, O1) 00

400000.000.00
296, 000, 0(). 00
344, MI, a0. 0

8 307, 000, 000. 00

3.W69,
ex) 000. 00

2%-Lteen t notes:

Maurinx June 10 3............................
MAturinx June 30, 1044 ............................
M-Iwroent io1oks: Maturing Juno 80, 190 .............
.4perventnotes:
Malurlng June 0, IM ............................
Mat urnit June 0, 1947 .....................
14.1w'rtvelt notes: Maturing Juno 30, 197 ...........
2-peroent
1J4-ertfentnotes:
notN':Maturing June 80, 1947 ...............

., l 00, 0 ...................
319,2 0,0 0 00
319, 20, 00. 00
0, 000,00.00
80 000,000, 00
2A000.
ol, o
43), 400, (E). 00
240. 000, 0010. 00
4W, 000, 000. 00

22. 000 00000
.
430,400 000 00
2W 000, 000 00
489,000,000.00

Maturing June80, 1947 ............................
21.0*V,.000 00
Maturing June 0, 148 ...................... l, 109, 000,00 .00
Certiflest4e of indehtednes:
IPercent certllcatos of Indebteness ................
8m. 0,000.00

251.000,000-00
1,109,000,000,o0

Maturing Juno Y), 194 ............................

Maturing June 80, 10 ............................ .
Voinvested balances ..............................................

To redlit cf fund account ................................
To credit of disbursing otler ..............................

1,O,000, 000. 00

0,000,.00 ..................

...........

1.0..Ol,800%,,00

37,820,O,i

67, 099, 0. 611

10, 13. 927
21,384,354.27

2,007, 4. 42
3K 02 329. 27

I On basis of )ally statement ofU, ii. Tresulry.
I Includei 33,9411 socrued Interest paid on Investment.
I Includes P4,800 accrued interest paid on Investmenis.

That portion of the assets of the trust fund not required in his judgment for the meeting of current withdrawals was invested by the
managing trustee during the fiscal year 1945, in accordance with the
provisions of section 201 (c) of the Social Security Act as amended.
That section provides that directt obligations of the united States
Government as well as obligations guaranteed as to both principal lid
interest by the United States may be purchased for the trust fund and
that regular obligations may be acquired through purchase of out.
standing obligations in the open market as well as on original issue at

par. Investments made for the fund during the fiscal year, however
as in previous years, consisted only of direct obligations of the United
States purchased on original issue.
The net increase in the investments owned by the fund during the
fiscal year 1945 amounted to $1,137,000,000. New securities totaling
$2,723,000 000 were acquired through the investment of receipts ac.
cruing to the fund and the reinvestment of securities maturing during

the year. Securities redeemed during the year totaled $1,580 000,000,
including $726,000,000 of 2K(-percent special Treasury notes which matured on Juno 30, 1945, and $860,000,000 of 1%porcent special certificates of indebtedness maturing on June 30, 1945, which wore redeemed
at various times throughout the year.
Of the new securities acquired, $2,128,000,000 were in the form of
special certificates of indebtedness, $480,000,000 of which matured on
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June 30, 1945, and $1,648,000,000 of which mature on Juno 30, 1946.

These certificates were acquired at par and bear an interest, rate of
1%percent, this rate being determined by the average rate of interest
on the intrest-b'iaring public debt which prevailed at the end of the
month preceding tie (late of issue of these securities. The remaining

$595,000,000 of securities acquired during the fiscal year were 2-

percent publicly offered Treasury bonds, $295,000,000 of the 1966-71
series, and $300,000,000 of the 1007-72 series. The investment
transactions of the trust fund during the fiscal year 1945 are summarized in table 5.
TABLE

l'urch

5.-nvedment transacions of lhe old-age and survivore insurance trust fund,
.....

.........

fiscal year 1946 I
....... ....... ....

$2,723, 340, 800

.Special issues: Cortiflc'ates of iidcbtedtwo,.s ..------Public Issues: Troasury benie ..........................

demnpth s-...................... ...................
Special lsai:
Treasury iot-s-.....
........................
C,rtI flcatea of ii ,ebted em --.........................
Net incrva,,n in invostment1......................

2, 12h, 000, 000
1595, 340, 800

.

1, 585, 900, 000
725, 900, 000
860, 000, 000

1, 137, 440, 800

#'As rearuld In Daily latemont of U. B.Treasury.

'Includes $36,9W aaued InWmret paid on Invwstnents.

The average rate of interest on the interest-bearing public debt,
which determines the rates at which special obligations are issued to
the old-ago and survivors insurance trust fund, varies with changes
in the composition of the public debt and with changes in the l)are
ticular rates of interest on ditferent classes of securities. During the
fiscal year 1945 the average rate of interest on the public debt fluetuated within fairly narrow limits and was 1.94 percent on June 30
1945, as compared with 1.93 percent on June 30, 1944. Because o1
this small variation, the interest rate on all special issues acquired
during the fiscal year continued to be 1%percent, the same rate at
which special issues were acquired during the previous fiscal year.

The average interest rate on all investment holdings of the fund declined in about the same degree in the fiscal year 1945 as it did in
the previous fiscal year; it was 2.13 percent as of June 30, 1945, as
compared with 2.19 percent on Juno 30, 1944, and 2.26 percent on
June 30, 1943.
STATEMENT OF TH EXPECTED OPERATIONS AND STATUS OF THE
TRUST FUND DURING THE FISCAL YEARS 1940-50

The board of trustees is required, under the provisions of section
201 (b) of the Social Security Act, as anended, to report each year
to the Congress on the expected operation and status of the trust
fund during the next ensuing 5 fiscal years, The report is required
to include estimates of both the income and the disbursements of the
trust fund in each of the 5 years.
The income of tho fund depends on the amount of taxable pay rolls
in covered employment and the rates of contributions, and on the
interest earnings of the fund.' The disbursements from the fund

depend not only onothe number of persons eligible for benefits but
also on the proportion of these eligible persons who apply for and
receive benefits instead of continuing to work in covered employ-

0
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ments. Consequently, both the income and the disbursements of
the fund are intimately related to economic conditions.
This report presents two sets of estimates based on alternative
asSum)tions as to economic developments (luring the five fiscal years
from July 1, 1945, to June 30, 1950. One assumption represents
('mI)loyment and earnings Conditions which may be expected in the
event the transition from a war to a peace economy is completed with
a minimum of economic mialadjustmet. The estimates based on
this assumption yield a relatively large increase in trust fund assets.
The other assuml)tion represents conditions which might occur if the
'enmailnilng stages of re'conversion are slow ah)(l accompanied by moderately severe businesss ad industrial (islocatiion. "his assun)tion

results ill estilnat('s yielding a smaller increase in trust fund assets.
For both sets of estimlates, it is assumed that the l)resent statutory

Cow('rage of ol-age 1111d survivors illslrale e will remain llincloml~ged
throughout the periodd 1i ider conisilertion. The (o1putations
r('late(,( to tax ili(onlet are buse( Oilnprelsent statutory rates of c(ontribution), which are 1 percent ea('h on ('ml)loyer and efml)loyee on wages
paid (lurilig the t'alleililr years 1945 and 1946, 2% percent during the
alen(lar years 1947 and 1948, iit(I 3 er'elit during the calehllr years
1949 tuid 1950.
''lle two sets of estinliates of the iticome auld (lisbiurselliellts of the
trust filli for tvach of the five fiscal years 1946 to 1950, together with
the rstiltizig assets of the fund at the begiiuilig and the end of each
fiscal yeahr, are pI'Cselted ill table 6. Ini adhit iou, figures for actulnl
Vxperiiic'e il the fiscid years 1941 to 1945 are showing.
TABLE 6.-Operations of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund,

fiscal years 1941-50, subject to the assumptions and limitations stated in the
text ___________________________________
IliIJillionls1
'Tranisaetions during year'
FIind
legin-.

Income

Fiscal year

of year Tpotal

Past experience:
1941 ..................
$1,745
1042 ...................
.. 2,398
1943 ....................... 3,227
1944
................
4, 2M
1945 ....................... 5,446
Estimated future experience:

1946 ........................

l)ishursemennts
. . ...
-

trIbu-

Oin-

tions

vestMents

2

IIotal

Fund
Net in. at en(

S Colnefit

Ai crease of year
iy
tiv
infund
ents iveex.
penises

$74.1
96
1,218
1,395
1,434

V-,q
895
1,131
1,292
1,310

036
71
87
103
124

$91
137
177
217
267

$61
110
149
185
240

$27
27
28
332
'27

$653
829
1,041
1,178
1,167

$2,398
3,227
4,268
5,446
1,613

1,275

1,128

147

358

323

*35

917

7,530

1,724
1,570

1,562
1,410

162
160

442
518

407
481

35
37

1,282
1,052

8,812
8,582

3,269
2,922

3, 75
2,735

194
187

515
605

480
569

35
36

2,754
2,317

11, 56
10,899

3,713
3,180

3,465
2,949

248
231

M85
691

549
654

36
37

3,128
2,489

14,694
13,388

14,694 4,440
13,388 3,719

4,128
3,4,8

312
281

654
760

618
723

36
37

3,786
2,959

18,480
16,347

6,613

19-17:
Alternative I .......... 7,530
Alternative II
. 7,530
19481
Alternative I ..........
8,812
Alternative II .........
8,582
1919:
Alternativol .......... 11,566
Alternative 11 ......... 10,899
1950:

Alternative I. .........
Alternative I.......

..
leel1iin.

I In interpreting the estimates in this table, reference should be made to the accompanying text which
describes the underlying assumptions and their uncertainties. Alternative I assumes an orderly recon.
version with a rapid return to a high level of employment; alternative II assumes a longer and more difficult
period of reconversion.
I Amounts equal to contributions are automatically appropriated to the trust fund. Estimates for fiscal
years 1946-560 are based on statutory rates of I pez'bent each on employers arid employees In calendar years
1045 and 1940, 2 j percent each in 1947 and 1948, and 3 percent each In 1949 and 1950.
1 Re present charges against trust fund In respective fiscal years; actual administrative expenditures were
about $30,000,000 In fiscal year 1944 and about $29,000,000 In fiscal year 1945.
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At. the end of 1945, it appears that the major proportion of the
problems of physical reconversion has been solved. In alternative I
It is assumed tha4t the remaining phases of the transition from a warto a peace-time economy follow in an orderly manner. Despite some
immediate increase, unemployment is assumed to decline to a fairly
low level within 2 years after the (late of Japan's surrender.
Pay rolls are assumed in alternative I to decline substantially in
fiscal year 1946 because of the temporary rise in unemployment, the
shift of workers from war industries to lower-paid employmnt in
consumer-goods industries, and the decline in hours of work accompanied by the termination of overtime payments. With the (,oijletion of reconversion, pay rolls are assumed to increase above the
evels to which they fall during the reconversion period and by the
end of the 5-year period to reach a level slightly above the peak wartime fiscal year.
Benefit (lisbursements under alternative I are assumed to increase
(considerably during each phase of reconversion, because a substantial

timber of older workers and also many widows with young children
leave the labor market and either )econme entitled to'benefits or restime receipt of benefits temporarily suspended on account of their

enif)loyment during the wiar. It is assumed, nevertheless, that a
rather large number of persons eligible for retirement benefits remain
in empllloyifen t.
Under alternative I, aggregate income during t lie period of 5 fiscal
years ending ill 1950 woti1(1 amount to 14.4 billion (ollars, including
13.3 billion dollars in contributions and 1.1 billion dollars in interest.
Aggregate dii)ursenients for the )eriod woul(l )e about 2.6 billion
dollars, with the highest expected anmiul disbtirsement about 0.7
billion dollars. The trust fund at the beginning of the fiscal year
1946 would amount to 10.1 times the highest eXlected annual disbursement during the succeeding period of 5 fiscal yeai's.
The other set of estimates, alternative II, is bas(d on the assumption that the remaining stages of the transition from a war- to a

peace-time economy take place much more slowly than under alterna-

tive I and are accompanied by a substantial amount of unemployment an(d short-term and part-tine employment. Employment conditions, mo 'eover, are assumed to improve at a slower rate than under

alternative I.

In each of the 5 years, pay rolls are assumed to be lower under
alternative II than under alternative I, because, in addition to a
higher level of unemployment, a shorter workweek is assumed and a
smaller proportion of workers is assumed to be employed in manufacturing. Throughout the 5-year period, taxable wages are estimated

to remain substantially below the peak wartime fiscal year despite

small gains over the level to which they decline in the reconversion
period. Benefit disbursements under alternative II, on the other

hand, increase more rapidly than under alternative I, because a much

larger number of older workers withdraw from, or are unable to find
jobs in, covered employment.
The aggregate income of the fund for the five fiscal years 1946-50
under alternative II would amount to 12.7 billion dollars, including
11.7 billion dollars in contributions and 1.0 billion dollars in interest.
Aggregate disbursements would be 2.9 billion dollars, with the highest
expected annual disbursement about 0.8 billion dollars. The trust
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fun(d at tilo beginning of the period would amount to about 8.7 times
the highest expected annual disbursements during the period.
The estimates of benefit disbursements, like the estimates of contributions, are dependent upon economic developments, and so have
a considerable range of possible variation. The number of workers
in covered employment, their distribution among different classes of
workers (e. g., older workers, very young workers, women, workers not
)reviously engaged in covered employment, etc.), and the level of
wages will all have a decided effect upon the amount of benefit payments to )e anticipated.
In general, the larger the volume of employment, tile larger will be
the nmtiber of workers who are insured un(le' the program andi therefore thte larger will be the number of deaths which will give rise to
valid claims for survivors )enefits. However, the amount paid out
for survivors benefits will not be affected significantly by variations
in economic conditions. While favorable opportunities for employment will operate to increase the number of new death claims, such
a high employment situation will tend to have counterbalancing
effects such as that of inducing many of the wJlows anl older children
eligible for survivors benefitss to forego them by working in covered
employment. Ol balance, the amount pai(T out for survivors
benefits will differ so little whether the economic conditions of alternative I or alternative 1I are assume that a single set of estimates
is deemed appropriate for both alternatives.
TiABULI'

7.- Treasury~disburse ments for benefit payments, distributed by clsificlitiOflS

of beno/iciariCs, 118C1 year 1941-50, subject to the assumptions and limitations
stated in the text I

[III millions]

yar
year
FiscalFica

'rotai
disbursebenefit
ments

Dis-

bursed
prlto
Mary
benellclarlos

Past disbursements:
1941 ........................
1942 ........................
1943 ........................
194 ........................
1945 ........................
Estimated future disburse.
ments:
1946 ........................
1947:

Alternative I...........

Alternative II ..........
1948:
Alternative I ...........
Alternative II ..........
1949:
Alternative I ...........
Alternative II ..........
1950:
Alternative I ...........
Alternative 1..........

Disbursod
to wives
and
(Ironchilof ..
primary
bonefl-

clarles

.

Disbursed to survivors of decaed
insured workers
M
Monthlybenefits
.
.
Total

.

Aged

Younger

wiws

widows

and

and

Lumnp

SUM
pay-

nints

parents children

$44.3
110.2
149.3
184.0
239.8

$31.4
54.9
72.4
86.8
109.1

$5.3
9.6
12.7
15.2
19.2

$15.3
31.0
47.5
63.6
85.8

$1.5
4.1
7.9
12.1
17.7

323

158

27

113

407

206

3

480
569

246
323

549
654
618
723

481

-

$13.8
27.5
39.0
51.5
68.1

$12.3
14.1
16.7
19.0
25.7

26

88

25

138

33

105

26

45
57

162

42

120

27

M
372

51

187
13

14

29

319
410

59
73

146

29

271

46

}

1

211

65

In Interpreting the estimates In this table, reference should be made to the accompanying text, which
describes the underlying assumptions.
I Partly estimated.
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On the other hand, the lower the level of employment during the
next 5 years, the larger will be the volume of benefit payments to
retired workers who have attained aze 65 and to their wives and
children. As is indicated in table 8, a'consi(erable pro ortion of the
workers aged 65 and over who were eligible for primary benefits in the
past remained in covered employment (or, if they left covered employment later returned to it) and did not receive benefits. During the
course of fiscal year 1945, however, this proportion began to decrease,
since, largely because of cut-backs in war production, many of these
olhr workers withdrew from covered employment. After the ending
of hostilities in August 1945, the volume of such withdrawals was
accelerated; thus, in the first 5 months of fiscal year 1946, 90,000 older
workers were awardledl piinmr lyenefits, as contrasted with 48,000 in
the corresponding period of fiscal year 1945 and 35,000 in the corresponding period of fiscal year 1944. This represents the effect of
an increased rate of withdrawal on the part of older workers, which
may b expected to continue for some time to come, with a consequent
decrease in the proportion of older workers remaining in covered
employment and an increase in the proportion in reccei)t of primary
benefits.
TABLU 8.-Wage earners eligible for and receiving primary benefits, by attained age
of wage earners, fiscal years 1941-50, subject to the assumptions and limitations

stated in the text

All wage earners age 65
and over

Middle of fiscal year
(Jan. 1)

Persons receivIng benefits
Number
eligible
forbenefits

Actual experience:
1941 ..................
1942 ..................
1913 ..................
1944 ..................
1945 ..................
Estimated future experlence:
1946 ..................
1947:
Alternative .

Wage earners 65 to 69

2

Wage earners age 70 and
over

Persons receiving benefits

Persons recelvIng benefits

Number
Number
Propor- eligible
Propor- elig bl
fortbene
for bene- Num. Proportion of
Numtion
of fits
Num- •tion
Nur
totalof fits S
Num- total
total
ber number
bernumber
ber number
eligible
eligible
eligible

Thou- Thousands sands Percent
554
112
20
698
200
29
260
31
838
1,010
306
30
1,184
378
32

Thou- Thousands sands Percent
390
85
22
134
478
28
551
153
28
629
156
25
24
699
167

Thou- Thousands sands Percent
164
17
28
220
66
30
107
287
37
151
381
40
211
485
44

1,361

535

39

760

209

28

601

320

54

Altenativo 11...

1,527
1,507

687
850

45
560

812
797

.250
357

31

715
710

437
493

61
69

Alternative I ....

II...

1,603
1,617

807
1,046

49
65

856
825

282
445

33

54

807
792

525
601

65
76

I.
It...

1,775
1,701

905
1,173

893
850

309
504

35
59

882.
851

596
669

68
79

I....
IL.

1,891 1,003
1,802 1,264

51
69
53
70

927
882

330
529

36
60

964
920

673
735

70
8o

1948:

Alternative
1949:
Alternative
Alternative
1950:
Alternative
Alternative

45

I In Interpreting the estimates In this table, reference should be made to the accompanying text, which
describes the underlying assumptions.
2Figures for 1941-45 are partly estimated.
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During the war the unusual conditions that prevailed operated to
create maximum employment of aged workers. Especially favorab e
employment opportunities were caused by the withdrawal of you ngor
workers into the armed forces coincident with a demand for increaseIl
personnel in industry. In addition, large numbers of oler persons
who otherwise would have retired because of health or for other reasons
contimue(l at work. During l)eacetime, however, even under the
favorable employment con(itioiis of alternative I, the number of
workers aged 65 or over will be a substantially smaller proportion of the
total number of workers.
If tim lower employment conditions assum(ld in alternative 11 sioul(d
materialize, it is (Xl)ecte(l that even larger proportionss of eligible
workers will be obliged to leave covere(l em ploywnent, even at ages
65 to 69. The result is that, despite a slig itly smaller number of
eligible workers, the number re(.eivilir priniauy belwfits under alternative II wouhl considerably ex(ee tfat under alterlative I. Moreover, it is expected that the average primary benefit amount payable
under alternative I would exceed the average under alternative 1,
inasmu(.h as many of the more stea(lily employed anld therefore higherpaid older workers who would not withdraw from covered eiploymllent
under the col(litions of altenative I would not be employed un(er the
conditions of alternative 11. 'In con sequel nIe,altel fntive It would
result in a substantially higher volume of benefit payments to primary
beneficiaries and their wives and children.
Tabic 8 contains an analysis of workers eligible for primary benefits
according to attained age for the middle (,January 1) of each of the
fiscal years 1941 through 1950. For attained ages 65 to 69, the growth
in the number of eli bible workers is gradual but uninterrupted unler
both alternatives. Fl' his growth results partly from the increase in
the l)opulation at these attained ages but l)rimarily from the fact that
with each passing year a larger proportion of the l)ersons attaining age
65 have fully insured status. In the calendar year 1940, a worker
attaining age 65 would not have been fully insured if lie had left covere1
employment more than 1 . or 2 years previous to his attainmient of
age 65-for examl)le, due to permanent total disaibility--but in the
calendar year 1950 numerous persons attaining age 65 will be fully
insure(l even though they left covered employment before the age of 60.
The aging of the program has an even greater effect on the number
fully insured at attained ages 70 and over. This number is expected
to iMe.rease more than fivefol between January 1, 1941, and January
1, 1950, even.un(ler the lower employment assumptions of alternative
II. At the latter (late, the number eligible at these attained ages
should comprise more than one-half of the total number of eligible
persons. Moreover, the average age of all eligible persons within
the age group 70 and over will be continuously increasing.
The estimates presented above result in a net increase in the trust
fund during the 5-year period of about $12 000 000,000 under alternative I and about $10,000,000,000 under alternative II. Although a
range in the estimated net additions to the fund within which actual
experience may fall is thus indicated, it b no means represents the
maximum possiblee range of variation. 19or examl)le, it is entirely
possible that an even higher level of postwar business activity may
result than has been assumed under alternative I. In this ease the

amount of contribution income would probably be greater than has
been estimated; in addition, the proportion of workers aged 65 and

I
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ovr remaining ill employment could lbe greater than that anticipated
u1Ider alternative I-even though less than during wartime-and
lenefit payments corresl)ondingly lower. The total result would be
an even greater growth in the trust fund than ]as I)een estimated
under alternative 1. On the other han(1, a larger volume of unemploymenit and it low(r level of production than assulfled ilHalternative
11 woul(l lead to smaller net in('reas.e, in the fund, dt:e both to lower
conltrilltion and interest income and to higher benefit payments resulting from increased retirement.
Furthermore, no attempt has been ma(le to illustrate the effect on
the trust fund of mllked changess in prices or wage rates. Such
changes woull silbstantially alfect the dollar amount of contribution
inc1'ome, while having relatively little effect oin benefit payments, and
thus could produce much larger variations from the figures shown in
tale 6 than the other factors cited.
ACTUARIAL STATUS OF THE TRUST FUND

Tlhe board of trustees is required 1)y section 201 (b) of the Social

Security Act to report each year on the actuarial status of the trust
fund. The present section 'discusses thut status. Under old-age
and survivors insurance, benefits accrue to the age(d and to orphaned
children and their widowed mothers surviving deceasedd wage earners.
Thus, certain basic cost factors must be recognized in analysis of the
costs of the program. These include (a) population; (b) mortality;
(c) family composition; (d) years of credited employment prior to
qualification for benefits; (e) remarriage of widowed beneficiaries;
(f) employment of widowed beneficiaries, ohler children, and aged;

nd (g) income in covered employment and its distribution among
calendar quarters (as affected by a changing workweek, changing
productivity, effectiveness of collective bargaining, long-term trends,
cyclical changep, etc.).

(a) Population.-Population development depends upon the prog-

ress of the existing population as changed by future births, deaths,
immigration, and emigration. The 1940 census showed some 600,000
more persons aged 65 and over than had been indicated as probable
by the, 1930 census and later deaths and migration. The underregistration of children probably continued into the 1940 census. The
Bureau of the Census has made comprehensive reports on the errors
and biases believed present in the latest enumeration.
Birth rates declined for a number of years, due to the increasing
percentage of the population past the childbearing ages, the increasing
proportion at the middle ages where childbearing isless frequent, and
changed attitudes toward the size of the family. However; the long
decline of birth rates lasting into the thirties has been reversed since
1937. There also appears to be a marked increase in the rate of first
births and a more moderate increase in the rate of second births,
tending to increase both the proportion of the insured population
with dependents and the number of 'dependents. This increases the
amount of insurance for survivors benefits under old-age and survivbrs insurance. The diminution in the proportion of large families
has had only a limited effect upon benefits under this program, since
aggregate benefits for a family are not increased for children beyond
the fourth child in the absence of a mother drawing benefits, nor beyond the third child with the mother drawing benefits.
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Immigration, which had been heavy up to the beginning of World
War I and more moderate in the 1920's, was definitely checked in
the 1930's, and most population forecasts have assumed that no return to the old immigration rates may be expected.
Another population factor to be considered is that of emigration.
The war led to one type of emigration of considerable magnitude in
the expeditionary forces to Africa, England, Europe, Asia, and the
Pacific. After the last war, some members of our expeditionary
forces did not return but continued to live as private individuals in
the countries where they had been stationed during the war. The
postwar foreign manpower requirements of such agencies as the
Allied Military Government and United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration an(l the use.of American technicians in many
countries of the world, may be heavy. The 1943 report of the
National Resources Planning Board on future population development gives certain adjustment figures to recognize the effects of the
war. Extensive analysis of this and similar material will be made
over the next few years. It will call for periodic adjustment in cost
estimates.
The possibile future progress of the population has been indicated
in two different reports: (1) The 1935 report prepared by the staff
employed by the Committee on 'Economic Security in developing
long-range cost estimates for the original program of old-age benefits;
and (2) the National Resources Committee's report on future t)opulation trends issued in 1938. The actual experience from which projections were made in that report did not go beyond 1936." In the light
of the as yet unpredictable population results of the war, it has
seemed well to retain in the low-cost assumptions the rather cautious
population forecast made by the staff of the Committee on Economic
ecurity, as representative of one reasonable rate of growth. At the
same time the National Resources Committee's medium population
forecast of 1938 which has been used in other studies seems suitable
as an indication of the potential increase under high-cost assumptions.
Table 9 indicates the two assumptions used as to population growth
for the group aged 20 to 64, inclusive, and the group aged 65 and over.
TABLE

9.-Estimated population of United State8 aged 20 to 64 and 65 and over, in
selected years, 1955-.000
[In thousands)
Ages 20-64
Calendar year

Low assumptions (Committee on Jgconomlc Security):
1955 ...................................
1960 ...................................
1980 ............
I............
2000 ...................................
High assumptions (National Resouroes
Committee medium):
1955 ..................................
1060 ...................................
1980 ..................................
2000...................................

Ages 65 and over
--Women

Total

Men

"otai

Men

Women

88,400
89,400
90,600
87,400

44,100
44, 00
45,000
44,100

44,300
44,800
45,000
43,300

12,200
13, 600
17,000
18,20

6.000
6,600
7,900
8 600

6,200
7,000
9,100
9,600

88. 200
89, 0
91,600
90,800

43, 900
44,600
40,300
46,300

44, 300
44, 900
45,300
44,00

12, 800
14,800
22,100
26, 400

6,200
7,100
10,400
12,800

6,00
7,700
11,700
13,600

It is not believed that future population progress is exactly represented by either of the two series used. The striking sequence of
depression, recovery, recession, war, and reconversion, with tremen.
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dous unsettled influences throughout the world, leave doubtful in any
nation the future trends of mortality, fertility, or migration. The
figures shown in table 9 represent two possible developments. Because
both series have been used for some time and because the detailed
1940 census data and the National Resources Planning Board population study of 1943 ' have not yet been adequately adapted for cost
purposes, use of these older bases has been continued in this report,
with both series extended from their terminal year of 1980 to the year
2000.
(b) Mortality.-Mortality rates, by age and sex, have been steadily
improving since the turn of the century for both sexes and virtually
all ages up to 60, with very little change at ages above 60. Both the
National Resources Committee study of 1938 and the National Resources Planning Board study of 1943 make assumptions of a future
improvement in mortality as plausibly indicated by the past history
of mortality improvement. In the low-cost assumptions discussed
in this section, vary little improvement in mortality rates is assumed.
In the high-cost assumptions, some improvement is assumed, but
their assumption of improvement beyond age 65 is believed by many
to be too optimistic.
Mortality is of major importance for estimates of future benefits
for the aged, and of importance also in determining potential deaths
among the younger fathers which will give rise to mothers' and children's, and ultimately older widows', survivor benefits. Studies are
still under way, both in the Social Security Board and in the Bureau
of the Census, as to what current mortality rates may be after allowing
for corrections of errors and bias in the most recent census; and following these there will be further studies along the line of the recent
National Resources Planning Board's mortality forecasts. Such
remarkable developments as insulin, penicillin, the sulfa drugs, and
other more recent discoveries carry potential mortality improvements,
partic ilarly at the middle and higher ages, which may yet justify the
lighter mortality assumed in the high-cost illustrations.
(c) Family compo8ition.-Births have significance for old-age and
survivors insurance costs, not alone because of their importance in
building up the population of the future but also because the system
provides an orphaned child under the age of 18 with one-half of a
primary benefit and a widowed mother with three-fourths of a primary
benefit so long as she has children in her care. The maximum benefit
payable to a family is twice the primary benefit. Thus the distribution of families by size is of importance in determining the extent
of prospective benefits.
The early claims experience is probably not typical because of lags
in getting under way and the sequence of falling and rising birth
rates over the last 15 years. During the next few years, as a result
of the recently increased birth rate through 1943, a smaller proportion
of rionchild families and a change in the distribution of orphan children
by age is expected.
It is also important to consider the trends in those deaths which
terminate husband-wife families, the trends in divorce which have the
same effect, and determinations as to what constitutes a separation
of spouses to be recognized under the law. Important also are the
age relationship between husband and wife and the differential morI National Resouroes Planning Board, Estimates of Future Population of the United States, 1940-2000.
August 1943.
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tality by sex and by marital condition. Experience has shown that
at almost all ages women have a lighter mortality than men and that
the mortality of married persons is significantly lower than that of
single or ex-married persons. The large proportion of marriages in
which the wife is younger than the husband results in a predominance
of terminations of marriage by the husband's rather than the wife's
death. Further studies concerning these various factors are planned
in order to secure a more complete understanding of the relationships.
Thus, the three elements-population, mortality, and family composition-constitute the warp and woof for estimates of future potential beneficiaries, with the other influences discussed in (d) through (g)
below forming the specific patterns of beneficiaries.
Old-age insurance beneficiaries are composed of several different
types of recipients. Table 10 shows the various illustrative rates of
growth in the number of beneficiaries, distinguishing between male
primary beneficiaries female primary beneficiaries, wives of male primary beneficiaries, children of primary beneficiaries, aged widows of
male primary beneficiaries or of deceased employees, and wholly
dependent aged parents of deceased covered employees without
widows or children.
TABL

I0.-Old-age insurance recipients of monthly benefits in' elected years
1955-2000
[In thousands)

Male

Calendar year

Low a&sumptions:
1055 ..................................
1960 ...................................
1980 ...................................
2000 ..................................
High assumptions:
1955 ...................................
190 ..................................
1980 ...................................
2000..................................

Female

Crimnry prima y
enefbenefclarios
clarles

Wivesof Children
primary
benef
clares

oI prmar
ben

Aged
widws

Dependent
parents
plarles

1,300
1,700
3,700
4,500

200
350
1,100
1,400

400
550
1,100
1,400

60
80
160
170

450
750
2,300
3,300

80
110
130
130

1,800
2,500
5,700
8.400

250
450
1,500
2,500

600
850
2,100
3,400

85
100
250
300

450
800
2,600
4,500

140
200
300
2

Whereas old-age insurance beneficiaries make up the bulk of the
prospective recipients under old-age and survivors insurance, the
young survivors, composed of half-orphaned and full-orphaned
children and widowed mothers of the former, will be responsible for
a considerable amount of benefits. Table 11 lists the two groups
separately for inspection and for comparison between the high and
low examples. In'table 10 the'ligh assumptions show, as expected,
a larger number of beneficiaries; this is because the 'lighter mortality
rates of the National Resources Committee population projections
result in a greater number and proportion of aged persons. This
lighter mortality, plus the assumed lower birth rate, has the opposite
effect in table 11; here the assumed popfilation projection results in a
smaller number of child and mother beneficiaries under the high
assumptions than under the low.
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TABLE

11.-Young survivor insurance recipients of monthly benefits in selected
years, 1955-2000
[In thousands]
Low assumptions
Calendar year

High assumptions

Orphaned
children

Widowed
mothers

Orphaned
children

1,200
1,400
1,00
1,6W

300
350
400
400

1,100
1,200
1,200
1,200

1955 ....................................................
1960 ....................................................
1980 .............................................
2000...z ................................................

Widowed
mothers
250
300
250
250

.

(d) Credited employment and insured status.-The number of persons

who.gain protection through becoming "insured" under old-age artd
survivors insurance depends upon the volume and pattern of their work
in employments covered by the program and upon the amount of tax-

able wages earned in such work. A discussion of the latter factor is
presented later under item (g). The old-age and survivors insurance
program covers primarily employees in industry and commerce. Illustrations are presented in table 12 showing the percentage of the population assumed to be insured I)y virtue of current or previous work
experience for age groups above and below 65.
12.-Proportion of the population insured I under old-age and survivors
insurance in selected years, 1955-2000 (including primary beneficiaries)

TABLE:

Low assumptions (percent)
Calendar year

15........54
196.......
"
1980 ...........
2000................

50
59
60

65and
over
30
34
54
00

20 to 64

65 and
over

18
19
21
21

Women

Men

Women

Men
20 to 64

High assumptions (percent)

20 to 64

65and
over

20 to64

64
66
71
71

34
40
60
71

22
24
30
32

5
7
18
21

6and
over
5
7
19
32

"Insured," as distinct from "covered," means sufficient participation in covered employment to have
become eligible for benefits upon death or retirement; a person may be "covered" (I.e., with past or current
wage credits) without having reached or maintained an "insured" status.

The percentages shown in table 12 for ages 65 and above include
primary beneficiaries drawing benefits to the extent shown by table
13, which indicates the proportion under both low and high assumptions.
13.-Proportionof the population aged 65 and over receiving primary benefits
(excludes women eligible to receive benefits as wives, widows, and parents)

TABLE

Calendar year,,

Low assumptions
(percent)
,

Men
los ............................................................
lo
.
..........................
1980...........................................

2o ........ *...................................................

22
2I
46

52

High assumptions
(percent)

,,

Women
3.5
5
13

14

-

Men
29
36
55

66

-

_

Women
4
6
13

14
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The proportions of the population shown in tables 12 and 13 are
derived from application of the coverage and insured-status specifications of old-age and survivors insurance to the end results of qualification through a sufficient number of quarters with a covered wage of at
least $50.
In the several tables presented above, only potential long-range
trends have been set down without recognition of cyclical or periodic
irregularities. Bearing this in mind, certain trends may be observed
in these illustrative tables of numbers of beneficiaries:
(1) An over-all uptrend in beneficiaries under all types of old-age
benefits--save in the quantitatively unimportant case of
dependent parents;
(2) Very slight increase, if any, after 1960 in the number of
ildren and widowed mothers who are beneficiaries;
(3) The relatively and increasingly small proportion of survivor
benefits in relation to old-age benefits;
(4) The relatively rapid advance in the percent insured at age
65 and over (including those drawing benefits) when compared with the percent insured aged 20 to 64, inclusive; and
(5) The rapid rise in the percent drawing primary benefits from
1955 to 1980, and the slowing down of the increase in the
percent in the following 20 years.
(e) Remarriage rates.-Remarriage of "young widows" is a rather
-important cost factor. The greatest possible duration of benefits
occurs among the younger widows, who, as mothers of young children,
can expect to receive benefits for many years. These are also the
women with the greatest chance of remarriage. Among the older
mothers with fewer prospective years of benefit receipt (their children
being nearer age 18) the probability of remarriage is lower. Remarriage rates are affected both by age of widow and duration of
widowhood.
Use of remarriage rates results in considerable reduction in the
prospective cost of benefits to young widows. It also results in
considerable reduction in the deferred portion of benefits otherwise
payable to widows upon reaching age 65. This serves as a tangible
reduction in the volume of "life insurance" afforded by the program
when such "life insurance" is interpreted as the present value, in case
of the worker's death, of prospective benefit payments to his surviving
dependents. It is estimated that at the present time the program is
providing approximately $50,000,000,000 of "life insurance" protection
for survivors.
(f) Employment of beneficiaries.-During the depression, it is probable that many children who should have been i school were working,
Moreover, the labor market was increased by many married women
seeking employment to reinforce what they hoped might be only a
temporary inadequacy in their husband's income. As indicated
quantitatively earlier in this report, during the war years, a very
large group of- elderly persons have acquired eligibility for benefits
under old-age and survivors insurance. Many of these, after receiving
some benefits, returned to work and suspended their benefits. There
are also many instances where covered employees have announced
their intention to retire but have postponed retirement. The greatest
proportion of those eligible, however, have shown' no evidence of intention to retire. The abnormal work opportunities during'the war
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were also shared by older children, by widowed mothers, and by aged
wives of potential primary beneficiaries. Thus, assumptions as to
the employment of beneficiaries are indissolubly interwoven with all
the other cost elements entering into the number and cost of benefits.
(g) Income in covered employment.-One of the most striking changes
in earned income on record has taken place sin .e 1938. Whereas a
considerable group of individuals in nonwar employments had little
change in their wage incomes, large groups in manufacturing had
marked increases both in their basic rates of ay and in the number
of hours in their working week. Moreover, there was a great falling
off in partial unemployment, with a greater stability of work from week
to week. This change in wage-income status has given a great many
more persons quarters of coverage than had been the case in prewar
years. The increase in the persistency of employment, and thus in
the number of quarters credited, results, at least temporarily, in an
increase in the number of persons with an insured status-either fully
or currently insured; it also results in a higher average wage.
A sumptions as to future covered wages are essential in developing
illustrative actuarial projections. The trend of wages in the past has
been unquestionably of an upward character. The level of earnings
at the end of the reconversion period and their movement thereafter
will, of course, affect contributions and benefits under the program,
since both are geared to covered earnings. Some indirect recognition
of uncertainties with respect to wages is given in the adoption of low
and high sets of average wage assumptions.
The data derived from old-age and survivors insurance records are
not yet fully useful for long-range cost purposes. Average reported
wages were much lower in the early years of the system than they are
currently. The increase which has occurred is indicated in table 14.
TABLE 14.-Average taxable wages of workers with taxable wages under old-age and
survivors insurance, by year 'rnd sez, 1987-1;5
Average taxable wage
Calendar year

Calendar year
Total

Men

Women

1937.............
1938...............
1939 ................

$900
833
881

$1,041
io
1,016

$540
80
536

1941 ................

1,019

1,191

578

1940................

932

1,076

1942 .............
1943 ................
.....
1944 ....

5M 19451'............

Average taxable wage
-n..
Women
Men
Total
$1,128
1,294
1,379

1,299

$1,363
1,594
1,689

1,M5

$000
786
845

792

I Prelimnary estimates.

The high assumptions use an average annual taxable wage of $2,000
for men working in four quarters of a year, $1,000 for men working
three quarters, $400 for men working two quarters, and $200 for those
working one quarter. The corresponding average wage figures used
for women under the high assumptions are $1,200 for four quarters,
$600 for three quarters, $240 for two quarters, and $120 for one quarter. Under the low assumptions, the four-quarter average wage assumption used for males is $1,500, with $750 used for three quarters,
$300 for two qualers, and $150 for one quarter. The low fourquarter average used for women is $900 $450 being used for three
quarters, $180 for two quarters, and $90 for one quarter. The ratios
to the annual four-quarter averages of approximately 50 percent for
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three quarters, 20 percent for two quarters, and 10 percent for one
quarter parallel Ldrly closely the actual ratios observable in old-age
and survivors insurance wage (lata for 1940-43.
For purposes of determining the number of employed men under the

low assumption, the male labor-force percentages, by age, of the 1940
census after substraction of those seeking work were applied to the
assumed future male populations; for the high assumption, corresponiling percentages from the 1930 census of gainful workers were
applied, they being relatively high in comparison with the subsequent
years. For women, percentages of the total female population represented by the 1940 female labor force minus those seeking work were
applied against the assumed future female populations for the low
assumption, while the total 1940 female labor force percentages, plus
small assumed future increases, wore used for the high assumption
these being higher than those for 1930. It has been further assumed
that the labor-force characteristics of those in covered employment
will bear the same relation to those of all workers as existed in 1940
under old-age and survivors insurance.
Because the coverage of tile system excludes several large categories
of employment (agricultural, domesticc, railroad, and public employmeat and the self-employed), there is a flow of workers between
covered and noncovered employments as well as between covered
employment and unemployment. The restricted coverage necessarily
will result in large numbers of workers who have not had sufficient
contact with the program to establish or maintain the insured status
necessary for benefit qualification. The extent of contact is a function
both of stability of covered jobs and of age; older persons are more
settled in their work than younger persons. Table 15 illustrates differences in the extent of contact workers had with the program in 1943.
Other (lata pertinent to this matter were prselted by the Chairman
of the Social Security Board in his testimony before the Ways and
Means Committee of the house on January 13, 1944.2
TABLE 15.-Percentage distribution of workers in covered employment under old-age
and survivors insurance, by number of quarters with taxable wages, 1948 1

Number of calendar quarters with
taxable wages In 1943

Total ...............................
Iquartel only ............................
2 quarters only ............................
3 quarters only ............................
4 quarters .................................

Amount of taxable wages
In 1943
tbts1
Totel

Under
$1.00

$1,000
and over

Age at end of 1943

Total

Under
Ae 85

Age 35
and over

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

15.3
13.8
13.1
5 7.8

32.0
25.6
18. 8
23.6

0.2
3.1
7.8
88.9

15 a
13.8
13.1
57.8

19, 5
17.6
15.1
47.8

10.6
9.8
10.8
68.8

' Preliminary data, partly estimated and subject to revision. Includes all persons who earned any taxable
wages during the calendar year.

The CaTying through of the prospective progress of the program
using the elements discussed above furnishes reasonable illustrations
of future beneficiaries and costs, neither the lowest nor the highest
conceivable, the values derived being within the outside boundaries of
Hearing on an amendment, adopted by the Senate, to the revenue bill of 1943 (H. R.3667) frlng the
social-seeurilty tax rate at 1 percent for 1944, pp. 17-18.
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possibility. Experience to date is very limited, the payment of
monthly benefits having begun only in 1940. As payments got under
way, the limitations of coverage and the insured-status requirement
excluded large numbers of potential beneficiaries. Payments were
further delayed by the "lag" with which any new program commences.
In recent years, as the las has lessened, payments among the relatively small number yet eligible to receive them hav been imited by
delays in the claiming of benefits occasioned by the war. The longrange illustrations look beyond these various limitations and furnish
some indication of the trendl in the costs of the old-age and survivors
insurance program.
Table 16 sums up the previous discussion in terms of illustrative
numbers of beneficiaries. The category "younger survivors" comprises orphaned children and their wldowe( mothers. Widows aged
65 and over are included under the "old age" category.
TABLH

16.-Old-age and survivors insurance beneficiaries in receipt of benefits in
selected years, 1956-2000
(In thousands)
Low assumptions
Calendar year

Younger

Old-ag
bef-

sur.su

olaries
195
...........................
190 .......................................
1980 .......................................
2000 .......................................

vivors

2,500
3,500
8,500
10,900

1,500
1,700
2:000
2,000

Ilgh assumptions

I.unp

Old-age

Younger

m

benofi-

sur-

s

270
300
550
600

clarles

3,300
4,900
12, 500
19,300

vlvors
1,300
1,500
1,400
1,400

Lump
s
270
300
550
750

1 Represent number of deaths during the year resulting in lump-sum benefits.

Two estimates, based on lower and higher assumptions, of the
evel cost of the benefits now provided by the system are 4 percent
land 7 percent of covered pay rolls. Illustrative cost estimates for
quinquennial years from 1955 to 2000 have been included in previous
reports. (See p. 27 of fifth annual report of board bf trustees.) The
most recent illustrations which have been prepared were long-run cost
completed in 1943-44 and are published in detail in Issues in Social
Security a report to the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives by the committee's social security technical
staff, pages 149-256 (Government Printing Office, 1946).
The various influences of the war, such as those described in an
earlier part of this report, make it desirable to revise the long-run
cost,illustrations, but there has not been sufficient time to accomplish
this task as yet. Some of the preliminary work has already been
started, however, and it -is expected that revised illustrations will be
presented in the next report of the trustees.
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